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of this chapter contains an expansion of these comments,
together with a brief account of the ways in which science
is kept before the people through newspapers, books, films,
and lectures,
The Newspapers
All Soviet newspapers are published by the Government,
and although some latitude is allowed to editors, the general
trends of policy are dictated from above. A newspaper
like Pravda or Izvestiya is quite standardised in format/
There are four pages. The first page carries a leading
article, undoubtedly inspired from the Kremlin; the latest
crop of decrees; the most important current political events
in Moscow; more often than not, a photograph of
Generalissimo Stalin alone or in some group; and at the
top the old slogan ' Proletariat of every country, unite! *
The second page contains important articles on policy,
sometimes two or three columns long; not streamlined
according to the technique of the modern popular-press
but rather like The Times of the last century. The third
page carries similar articles, including news about official
events, and also some criticism—criticism of books, of a
new play, or of the failure of some enterprise to fulfil the
plan. The fourth paige carries the foreign news, carefully
selected, and sundry other articles. There is a uniform
buoyancy about the articles. They all have the double
purpose of informing the reader and maintaining national
esprit de corps. There are shouts of bravado about over-
fulfilling the plan; hearty self-congratulation on the
wisdom and equity of Soviet foreign policy; exhortations
to greater production; bitter criticism of the shortcomings
of organisations which are not working in * the bolshevik
way *; but, of course, never any criticism of the Govern-
ment. Here are a few titles of articles on science:—
^fetuge Vitamin Reservoir *; 6 On the Eve of the Spring
Sowing*; * Festival of Armenian Academy of SciencesTj

